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Summary  

Renewable energy systems are a crucial technological development needed to combat 
climate change. This thesis covers the design and implementation of a mathematical 
optimization model, which calculates the lowest cost of hydrogen for certain renewable 
energy system configurations. The output of the model can be used to indicate possible 
costs of hydrogen, for different energy systems configurations and end uses such a 
mobility and heating.                                 

The research was set up to answer the following research question: Which component 
sizes lead to the lowest levelized cost of hydrogen for different energy system 
configurations and meets the various demands (hydrogen for heating, hydrogen for 
mobility, electricity use) and emission limits at all times? The energy system is assumed 
to possibly consist of the following variable size components: wind energy generators, 
solar energy generators, grey grid electricity, battery system, electrolyser, heating 
hydrogen storage, mobility hydrogen storage and fixed size components: gas receiving 
station, refueling compressor and hydrogen refueling station.                                                                                                                                                    

The model was formulated as a linear programming problem. A hydrogen project being 
developed in Hoogeveen, The Netherlands, was used as a case study to implement the 
model. In order to analyze the effects of the used energy system components, various 
renewable energy system configurations were optimized using the model.                                                                   

Analysis of the operational performance of one of these scenarios was consistent, 
showing no strange trends, thus indicating possible real-life operation. After analyzing 
the results of the optimized energy system configurations, the following observations 
where apparent:                             All of the systems prefer grid electricity uptake over 
renewable electricity generation for a majority of electricity supply if no constraints are 
applied to the system. The grid electricity uptake percentage of variable costs is also the 
highest cost component for these scenarios. Putting an emission constraint on the 
system increases the cost. Hydrogen storage lowers the cost when used in emission 
constrained systems but at high capacities. Storage also becomes the highest 
percentage of variable cost for these scenarios. Solar scenarios lead to the highest costs 
followed by wind and combined wind and solar have the lowest costs.  

The lowest costs calculated by the model for hydrogen for heating are 21.3 €/kg H2 with 
no emission constraint and 28€/kg H2 with an emission constraint. The component sizes 
for this hydrogen for heating system are power generation equivalence of 1.071 60 kW 
wind turbine units, 6723.8 MWh grid uptake, 7473 kWh heating storage capacity and 
182.8 kW electrolyser capacity for the no emission constraint scenario. For the emission 
constraint scenario, the component sizes are power generation equivalence of 3.179 60 
kW wind turbine units, 2214.7 MWh grid uptake, 177.2 kWh battery capacity, 165.9 kW 
electrolyser capacity and 52928 kWh hydrogen heating storage capacity. For mobility 
this would be 30.37 and 34.32 €/kg H2. The mobility hydrogen system component sizes 
follow the same tendencies as the heating hydrogen system, which are mentioned 
above.  

Previous literature gives costs of hydrogen production ranging 0.94 to 20 €/kg for 
heating and ranging 3.2-29.7 €/kg for mobility. The costs determined by this model are 
on the higher end of these ranges and do not seem extreme, and with costs on the 
lower range being deemed cost competitive, indicates significant cost reductions being 
needed before hydrogen becomes competitive with conventional technologies. 
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1 Introduction 
One of the biggest challenges concerning the prosperity of humanity in the near future 
are the effects of anthropogenic climate change. In a report by the Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) the increase in both the global land and ocean 
temperatures, increase in the global sea level, decrease of the ocean pH, decreasing 
ice mass on both land and sea and increase in the global Green House Gas (GHG) 
concentrations is described [1]. While these climate changes took place, anthropogenic 
CO2 emissions have also been increasing at record setting pace, with around 50% of 
the anthropogenic CO2 emissions between 1750 and 2011 occurring in the last 40 
years [1]. This does not seem to be slowing down, with the emissions being higher in 
the last decade (2000-2010) despite more climate change mitigation policies being put 
into place. Some of the main causes for these emissions are the global population and 
economic growth that is driven by burning fossil fuels (78% of the CO2 emissions 
between 1970 and 2010 is attributed to fossil fuel combustion) [1].  The report 
concludes that it is extremely likely that anthropogenic GHG emissions and other 
drivers are a primary cause of the warming in the 20th century. To stop these negative 
global impacts, various international mitigation and adaptation agreements such as the 
Kyoto Protocol and Paris Agreement have been signed. One of the most important 
areas where these agreements can drive change is technological development.  

The Netherlands being a signatory state of the Paris Agreement is also driven to make 
an impact in the technological development. One of the technologies which is thought 
of potentially being promising is hydrogen.  Some advantages of hydrogen are: the 
nonpolluting nature and easy accessibility of its feedstock (water), the possibility to 
produce it only using green energy (electrolysis using renewable energy) and a wide 
range of possible applications such as heating, mobility, energy storage and as a 
chemical feedstock. But it also has its disadvantages such as: difficult storage 
properties (low volumetric density, high pressure needed for compression and very low 
temperatures needed for liquefaction) These properties make usage more difficult due 
to the conditions and complementary technologies needed.  Among the different 
hydrogen projects being developed is a neighborhood in the municipality of Hoogeveen 
that uses hydrogen (renewable non GHG emitting fuel) to meet its heating demand 
instead of natural gas (fossil fuel). However, future energy systems require more 
decarbonization than only heating demand. Including mobility demand, electricity 
demand and multiple renewable resources would constitute a more complete energy 
system that could be deployed in the future. Ultimately the emissions of these energy 
systems should be limited within certain ranges. In order to determine the viability of an 
energy system cost is often the parameter analyzed. Minimizing the cost is the goal of 
these analysis and this is done often using optimization methods. In order to see where 
the optimization of such an energy system (using the Hoogeveen project as a case 
study) fits in the framework of energy/hydrogen supply chain models, a literature 
review was done.  

1.1 Literature review                                                                                                                                                                                         
Li et al. presented a comprehensive review on the design of hydrogen supply chains 
(HSCs) in the context of mobility [2]. This review was analyzed to see if there is a 
knowledge gap and a breakdown is given of the conclusions on the state of HSC 
design in regards to mobility. Following this, an analysis was done on some general 
energy system optimization models. This is due to the consideration of multiple 
demands, which are of other supply chains (electricity demand, heating demand and 
mobility demand).  
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Hydrogen supply chain for mobility review  
The review by Li et al. [2] classified various papers regarding HSCs for mobility 
according to the following points: 

1. Model type: refers to the optimization method that was used, which included linear 
programming (LP), mixed integer linear programming (MILP) and dynamic 
programming (DP). These optimization models can afterwards be grouped into the 
following categories:                                                                                                                                                                                         
Energy system optimization models (ESOM): models that use LP/MILP to meet the 
energy service demands at the lowest cost. Can be used for different spatial scales. 
Usually, multi-layered model which includes the whole HSC (various feedstocks, 
hydrogen production technologies and transportation modes, each of these can be 
considered a layer). If there are competing end use technologies, composition of 
the HSC is endogenously optimized (value determined by the model).                                                                                                      
Geographically explicit optimization models (GEOM): have similarities with ESOM 
but are oriented towards the deployment of hydrogen infrastructures. This can be 
understood as the model giving an actual result of where and how the technology 
will be implemented on a map.                                                                                                                                                                   
Refueling station locating models: Similar to GEOM but specifically formulated for 
hydrogen refueling stations and usually used for smaller scales (cities/regions). 

2. Research object: refers to whether the model is a multi-layer or mono-layer model. 
Most of the work reviewed is of the multi-layer type, which makes sense since this 
is one of the strengths of the optimization methods used.  

3. Spatial scale: refers to the spatial scale of the model, distinguishing between 
international, national, regional and urban models.  

4. Whether the mathematical formulation of the model is present in the paper: 
Important for analyzing the mathematics of the modelling approach used.  

Following the classification of all the references, Li et al. [2] filtered the papers for further 
analysis based on the following criteria:  

1. The entire HSC should be considered by the model (all layers of the supply chain). 

2. Objective functions, decision variables and constraints definitions should be 
included.  

3. The mathematical formulation of the model should be given in detail.  

This resulted in 32 papers meeting the criteria. After this the citational relationship 
between the papers was determined, resulting in the work by Almansoori and Shah [3] 
being the seminal paper in this area of literature. Much of the further work in this topic 
made modifications to this work. The modifications are classified into four categories which 
are:  

1. Implementing a multi-objective optimization  

2. Implementing a multi-period optimization 

3. Introducing uncertainty  

4. Integration with other supply chains 

Looking at all the classifications done by Li et al. [2], there is no previous work done which 
uses LP, is multi-layered, uses an urban spatial scale and has integration with other 
supply chains. So, there is a knowledge gap. 
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Some modelling concepts to be considered                                                                                                          
Next, the review considers decisions and the planning time horizon of previous work. It is 
stated that planning decisions in terms of planning the time horizon can be divided into 
three levels: strategic, tactical and operational. The decisions regarding HSCs are 
strategic. Li et al. [2] define strategic decisions as: Strategic decisions refer to the location 
of facilities, the capacity of these facilities, geographical customer areas to serve, as well 
as the transportation means (ships, trucks, railway, etc.) to use. In other words, they are 
decisions that must be made immediately and are long-term decisions. This is usually for 
the lifetime of a project which translates to years or decades. These strategic decisions 
can be directly translated to the decision variables which are used in the optimization 
model. In the context of the energy system being considered, these decisions would be 
related to the components of the energy system that would need to be deployed. Also 
related to the planning time horizon is whether the model is a mono-period or multi-period 
model. Multi-period models have benefits such as incorporating the change expected in 
certain model inputs/parameters throughout the years (such as changing demand or 
incorporating learning rates for technologies). This consideration is probably more valid on 
projects where it is expected that expansion will take place, so more regional, national and 
international spatial resolution rather than the urban resolution of this project. This is 
another aspect that needs to be taken into consideration for the energy system, whether 
there is expected expansion taking place. 

The HSC performance measures are the next topic which are considered. These are 
divided into:  

1. Cost 

2. Environmental impact 

3. Safety  

4. Multi-objective combination of any of the above 

The performance measure is the criteria that the objective function is formulated on. Thus, 
it is of utmost importance to any optimization, setting the characteristic that the 
optimization is judged on. For cost this would be the lowest cost system, for environmental 
impact it could be the system with the lowest emissions and for safety it could be the 
system with the least amount of accidents/faults/best reliability.  

Uncertainty in the model is the next topic reviewed. Where uncertainty is defined as one of 
the differences between the amount of required information and available information to 
execute a task [2]. This basically means that the model is not all encompassing and thus 
does not have all the perfect information to predict the future, which means the output is 
inherently uncertain. Uncertainty will not be considered in this work.  

Selected hydrogen-based energy system optimization models                                                                            
The springboard in HSC research began with the paper by Almansoori et al. [3]. The paper 
was published in 2006. This paper incorporated all components along the HSC into one 
framework, which was something that was not considered beforehand. Some simplifying 
assumptions taken in this work are that the HSC operates at steady-state (demand is time-
invariant) and that the HSC output is a snapshot (no migration pathway from existing 
infrastructure to the developed one). Examples of some of the modifications made on this 
work include Almansoori et al. [4] taking away the steady-state/snapshot element by 
incorporating feedstock/demand evolution in the formulation, Almansoori et al. [5] and 
Nunes et al. [6] included demand uncertainty in the modelling, Han et al. [7] integrating 
other supply chains into the framework, Samsatli et al. [8] and Welder et al. [9] putting 
more detail into spatio-temporal aspects of the modelling and Li et al. [10] integrating HSC 
network design model with hydrogen fuel station planning models to obtain a novel 
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formulation. All these network models are on a larger spatial scale (national/regional), 
unlike the system considered for this paper.  

Non hydrogen-based energy system optimization models 
Clack et al. [11] employed LP for the design and optimization of an electric power system 
which included variable generators, conventional generators, transmission and storage. 
Continental USA is used as a case study. Two LP programming approaches are 
employed, one using load matching (minimization of the deviation of electric load 
requirements) and the other minimized cost as the objective function. The model output is 
the electric system configuration which best meets LP formulation. This optimization 
considers only electricity and is on a large spatial scale. 

Fripp [12] describes the Switch power system plannning tool, which is a linear optimisation 
model that chooses the optimal investment (to lower GHG emissions at the lowest cost 
and maintain a reliable supply of power) in renewable and conventional generators over a 
large spatial scale and over a multi-decade period (multi-period model). With the modelling 
being different, but the output similar to Clack et al. This is also a large spatial scale 
optimization. 

Lambert et al. [13] describe the HOMER micropower system modelling tool, which can be 
used to design and compare various micropower systems for various applications. The 
spatial scale of these HOMER optimized systems is more similar with the Hoogeveen case 
study compared to the previously considered work. HOMER finds the system configuration 
that minimizes the total net present cost, while satisfying the user defined constraints. A 
key difference from the other work and this work is that the user can exogenously 
(determined outside the model) input the search space in terms of decisions variables, 
which then gives the total configurations HOMER optimizes for. This happens 
endogenously for the other work, with the LP obtaining the optimum, which does not have 
to be a configuration precisely defined by the user (this is indirectly done by the constraints 
used in the formulation). It is desired that optimizations to be performed are endogenous in 
nature, thus not similar to what was done in this work. 

De La Cruz et al. [14] developed a model for the optimal scheduling of a grid-connected 
microgrid with different intermittent renewable energy generation. The model is formulated 
as an MILP mathematical problem. The objective function of the model is to find the 
minimum costs of operating the microgrid, while satisfying the user defined constraints. 
This paper is slightly different from the others reviewed, as it is on a smaller spatial scale, 
but gives insight into how a smaller system can be modelled to derive useful information 
regarding its operation instead of large scale results regarding its design. The components 
sizes for this work are already defined, which is not known for the energy system being 
considered. The optimisation is also more based on operational performance instead of 
component deployment. 

Knowledge gap 
Looking at the previous work on HSCs and some other energy system optimisation models, 
there are many similarities. Because they all use linear optimisation, the problem 
formulations are all similar, only with the model components and input changing (hydrogen 
based for HSC and electricity based for some other power system models). Most of the work 
has been done considering larger spatial scale and also some using multi-period time 
horizons. However there was no work found which uses LP, is multi-layered, uses an urban 
spatial scale and has integration with other supply chains. This thesis addresses this 
knowledge gap. The effects of different variables (system components) and inputs (demand 
and weather data profiles) on the levelised cost of hydrogen (LCOH) looks to be analysed 
by performing optimisations of different system configurations. For the classifications used 
for these type of models, this one can be identified as a model which is  mono-objective in 
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terms of cost, mono-period in its time period, multi-layered (from feedstock to demand being 
met), urban in its spatial scale, and attempts to integrate multiple supply chains (electricity 
from wind/PV/grid, heating and mobility demand) using LP.  

1.2 Research questions  
The energy system is assumed to possibly consist of the following variable size 
components: wind energy generators, solar energy generators, grey grid electricity, battery 
system, electrolyser, heating hydrogen storage, mobility hydrogen storage and fixed size 
components: gas receiving station, refueling compressor and hydrogen refueling station. 
Emissions of the energy system must also comply with decarbonization goals. In line with 
the indicated knowledge gap a main research was formulated as: Which component sizes 
lead to the lowest levelized cost of hydrogen (LCOH) for different energy system 
configurations and meets the various demands (hydrogen for heating, hydrogen for 
mobility, electricity use) and emission limits at all times? 

In order to answer the main question, the following sub-questions are formulated: 

-How should the individual components of the system be modelled? 

-How should the model be formulated in an LP form?  

-What is the data input and parameter values needed for the modelling and where can 
these be obtained? 

Summarizing path forward for the research                                                                                                        
By answering this research question, this work aims to fill the knowledge gap present in 
energy system supply chain models with regards to a model which uses LP, is multi-
layered, uses an urban spatial scale, and has integration with other supply chains. This is 
done by incorporating scenarios which include the electricity demand, hydrogen demand 
for mobility and hydrogen demand for heating. The renewable electricity generation will be 
considered for both wind and solar energy using a weather data-oriented approach. The 
components considered of the system are mentioned above. The modelling approach 
being used will be LP. The Hoogeveen hydrogen neighborhood project will be used as a 
case study. Especially the mobility demand is of interest due to expected 
development/growth in regards to hydrogen mobility. Possible advantages of incorporating 
hydrogen mobility in such a setting is an important part of this research. The developed 
model will be used to calculate the minimized LCOH for different energy system 
configurations. Capping the emissions by constraining grid energy uptake will also give 
insight into how future costs could develop. The model output will give project developers 
insight into what kind of costs can be expected by these types of projects for multiple 
system configurations. Such information can help drive forward the development of these 
projects, which will have a positive effect in the fight against climate change.  

1.3 Outline  
The rest of the report consists of the following sections. Chapter 2 is the methodology 
used to build the model. Chapter 3 gives the mathematical formulation and the parameter 
selection of the developed model. Chapter 4 gives the model output results and discusses 
these. Finally, chapter 5 gives the conclusions and recommendations.  
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2 Methodology  
The next section covers the method used to design the model which will be optimized. 
First an overview is given of the entire system being modelled, followed by detailed 
descriptions of each individual component of the system. Finally, an overview is given of 
the scenarios which will be performed.  

2.1 Energy system  
The model is build using the Hoogeveen hydrogen project as a case study. This is a 
project of a neighborhood consisting of 80 houses. The heating demand of the 80 houses 
will be met using hydrogen. Previous work [15] developed an optimization model using LP 
to calculate the minimized LCOH for this case study. This work expands the case study by 
looking at mobility demand based on hydrogen and electricity demand as well. The 
electricity demand and mobility demand of 80 houses are thus also considered. Figure 1 
shows the proposed energy system model. It is assumed to be a local decentralized 
supply chain with a grid connection to insure energy supply at all times. Electricity can be 
provided by solar, wind and from the grid i.e., grey grid electricity. The intermediary 
variable size components of the system consist of a battery system, electrolyser, hydrogen 
storage for mobility and hydrogen storage for heating, and fixed size components gas 
receiving station, compressor and refueling station. In Figure 1 the system boundaries are 
indicated. The timescale used for the modelling is on an hourly basis, thus supply and 
demand need to be matched on an hourly basis. All of the variables considered are also 
calculated for the hourly timescale. Electricity can be bought from the grid, but the grid 
components itself are not considered.  

 

Figure 1: Energy system being modelled in this paper. 

 

Demands 
The hourly demands that have to be met are also shown as the output. These demand 
profiles are shown graphically in Figure 2 for a whole year and for a week. The demand 
profiles are given for one year, while the model developed considers multiyear timescales. 
The same yearly pattern is thus recycled over all the years. The details of the demand 
profiles are covered later in this chapter.  
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Figure 2: All of the demand profiles used, yearly and weekly resolution. The heating and 
electricity demand profiles were provided by EnTranCe.  

 

The optimization determines the size of the renewable energy generators and intermediary 
components needed to meet the demands for every hour of operation at the lowest net 
present cost.  

Energy conversions                                                                                                             
Wind and solar energy are converted into electricity which can be used to meet electricity 
demand directly, be stored in the battery system for times when renewable production is 
lacking or be converted into hydrogen via water electrolysis directly. Hydrogen can also be 
produced by using energy stored in the battery system. Grid electricity can be used to 
produce hydrogen if there is no renewable production and the battery system is empty. 
The grid cannot serve electricity demand of the homes directly, because the houses are 
considered to be net zero energy homes. This entails that the production of renewable 
electricity has to at least equalize the electricity demand. This demand is not matched by 
the grid directly. From the output of the electrolyser to the final demand the hydrogen also 
flows through the fixed size components such as the gas receiving station, compressor 
and refueling station. 

Input output model structure                                                                                             
Figure 3 gives the model input and outputs. The left side of this figure considers the 
models input, which are the sections covered in this chapter. These numbers are used in 
the linear optimization model which will be defined in the following chapter. The output is 
the results calculated by the optimization with some postprocessing involved and is given 
in the results chapter. 
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Figure 3: Input and output of the linear optimization model. 

Certain modelling aspects not included                                                                              
The electrical infrastructure costs are not included because these are assumed to be 
dependent on geometric distances between the components that are not known. The 
hydrogen transportation network costs are approximated by using project specific cost 
figures [16] [17]. However, the model does track the flows between the components and if 
the geometric data is available, these costs can be included afterwards by taking the 
largest flows that goes in between the components and multiplying them by the 
parameters of these transmission/transport technologies. The influence that these factors 
would have on the calculated costs would be additional capital expenditures (CAPEX) and 
operation and maintenance (O&M) cost of these components.  

Another factor that is not tracked precisely is the effect of possible hydrogen 
storage/network/refueling station electricity use on the emission constraint. These costs 
are included in the fixed costs used to calculate the net present cost (NPC) contribution of 
these technologies, but the electricity use is not precisely tracked and delivered by PV, 
wind turbines or grid as there is no connection between these blocks and the fixed size 
component blocks. However, if these connections are established and the constraint 
applied, the net result would be a scenario meeting the constraint. Thus, it is assumed that 
the electricity use of not connected components meets the sustainability requirements. 

Ideal scenario optimization                                                                                           
Optimization of the energy system given by Figure 1 complying with emission constraints 
gives the configuration needed to meet all demands required by an energy system in a 
sustainable future using the considered technologies. Integration of all these options would 
show possible synergies between technologies and demand profiles, which could be used 
to lower system costs. Unfortunately, due to the complete system having the most number 
of variables, the hourly resolution used for modelling and limited hardware availability, this 
optimization was not possible. However, optimizations involving less components and 
demands are valuable. They would not indicate possible synergy effects between multiple 
demands, but the influence of components on system cost will still be apparent. The work 
was carried forward implementing optimizations of increasing complexity, until the 
computational time became excessive.  

2.2 Solar energy  
The objective of this component of the model is to determine the amount of installed PV 
needed to meet demands at the lowest cost. For this, weather data is needed as input into 
a PV system power production algorithm. The weather data used in this case is 
Hoogeveen weather data taken from the Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute 
(KNMI). The right side of Figure 4 shows the data being used over one day to have good 
resolution. The variability is immediately apparent. Data from multiple years is used as 
input into the power production algorithm which is the equations from [14] [18].  
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Figure 4: Approximation of how much optimal tilt angle compares to a horizontal panel 
[19]. Irradiation data used for every year of the project, every year uses data from a 

different year. 

 

The KNMI irradiation data is given as the global horizontal irradiation (GHI) in J/m2 [20] 

[21]. The data are on an hourly timescale, each hour indicated with subscript h in the 
equations given below. Because the PV panels are assumed to be tilted at a certain angle 
(optimal angle in this location being 37° [22]), the irradiance which effectively hits the panel 
is different from the GHI. To calculate the irradiation on the panel, the following approach 
is taken: The left side graph gives different radiation values for the optimal tilt angle at a 
certain latitude. The graphs for power on the horizontal and module power at optimal tilt 
angle are fitted with equations. Using the difference between these equations the effect of 
the optimal tilt angle is approximated for every day of the year considered in the model. All 
hours of a certain day use the same factor.  

The temperature of the solar cells has impact on the efficiency of the solar panels. Solar 
cell temperature is calculated by the following equation [14] [18]: 

 𝑇ℎ
𝑐 = 𝑇ℎ

𝑎 + (
0.32

8.91 + 2𝑣ℎ
)𝐺ℎ (1) 

With 𝑇ℎ
𝑐 being the cell temperature, 𝑇ℎ

𝑎 being the ambient temperature given in °C [20], 𝑣ℎ 

being the windspeed in m/s [20] and 𝐺ℎ being the solar irradiance on the panel. The 
efficiency of the solar panel is calculated next using [14] [18]: 

 𝜂ℎ
𝑃𝑉 = 𝜂𝑟𝑒𝑓[1 − 𝛽𝑟𝑒𝑓(𝑇ℎ

𝑐 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓)] (2) 

With 𝜂ℎ
𝑃𝑉

 being the PV efficiency, 𝜂 𝑟𝑒𝑓being the efficiency at standard test conditions 

(value used here is 0.165 [23]), 𝛽𝑟𝑒𝑓 being the temperature coefficient of the solar panel (-

0.42%/°C being the value used [24] [25] [26] [27]) and 𝑇 𝑟𝑒𝑓being the temperature at 
standard test conditions. Power production is finally calculated by the following equation 
[14] [18] [28]:  

                                                           𝑃ℎ
𝑃𝑉 = 𝐴𝑃𝑉𝐺ℎ𝜂ℎ

𝑃𝑉𝜏𝑃𝑉 (3) 

With 𝑃ℎ
𝑃𝑉 being the PV power production and 𝜏 𝑃𝑉  being a loss factor that takes into 

account module surface soiling and power conversion losses (0.846 is the value used 
[29]), 𝐴𝑃𝑉 being the total PV area. The PV area is one of the decision variables used and 
optimally determined in the model.  
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2.3 Wind energy  
Weather data for Hoogeveen is also taken from KNMI [20], and this is then fed into a wind 
power production algorithm to calculate power production. Figure 5 shows the wind data 
being used over one week for all the different years. The variability is immediately 
apparent. The algorithm is based on methods and equations from [14] [14] [28]:  

The average windspeed data for the hour at the measured height is transformed to the 
wind speed at hub height using the power law [14]: 

                                        𝑣ℎ = 𝑣ℎ
𝑖 (
𝑍

𝑍𝑖
)
𝛼

 (4) 

The index i measured/reference condition. With 𝑣ℎ
𝑖  being the windspeed at the measured 

height in m/s, 𝑍𝑖 being the reference height (10 m is used [21]), Z being the wind turbine 

(WT) hub height (40 m [30]) and 𝛼 being the power law coefficient (0.19 [31]), which is 
dependent on the type of land. The calculated windspeed at hub height is input for the 
power curve of the chosen wind turbine assuming standard air density (1.225 kg/m3). This 
gives the power production of the wind turbine at standard air density. The power curve of 
the wind turbine is given by [14]:  

      𝑃ℎ
𝑊𝑇 =.

{
 

 
                          0                                     𝑣ℎ ≤ 𝑣𝑐𝑢𝑡−𝑖𝑛 𝑜𝑟 𝑣ℎ ≥ 𝑣𝑐𝑢𝑡−𝑜𝑢𝑡

𝑃𝑟
(𝑣ℎ − 𝑣𝑐𝑢𝑡−𝑖𝑛)

(𝑣𝑟 − 𝑣𝑐𝑢𝑡−𝑖𝑛)
                 𝑣𝑐𝑢𝑡−𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑣ℎ ≤ 𝑣𝑟

𝑃𝑟                                          𝑣𝑟 ≤ 𝑣ℎ ≤ 𝑣𝑐𝑢𝑡−𝑜𝑢𝑡

    (5) 

 

 

Figure 5: Windspeed variation of the data used. 

With the cut-in windspeed being 2.5 m/s, cut-out windspeed being 20 m/s, rated 
windspeed being 7.5 m/s and the rated power of a turbine being 60 kW [30]. Between cut-
in and rated windspeed, the power curve is fitted with a polynomial to get accurate 
numbers. Finally the power production by wind power is calculated by multiplying the wind 
turbine production by the number of turbines N and a loss factor 𝜏𝑊𝑇 (0.88 is used [32]) 
which accounts for system downtime, misalignments, power conversions and wake effects 
[28]:  
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                            𝑃ℎ
𝑤𝑡,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝑃ℎ

𝑤𝑡𝑁𝜏𝑊𝑇 (6) 

The model optimizes for the amount of wind technology that needs to be installed to meet 
the demand at the lowest cost. Wind turbine capacity/number of wind turbines is one of the 
decision variables used and optimally determined by the model.  

2.4 Grid electricity  
Grid electricity is not modelled in detail and the approach is taken that the system can use 
grid energy when it cannot use other energy sources or if using grid electricity lowers the 
total cost. This assumption seems appropriate as it considers the grids greatest 
advantage, which is its immediate dispatchability characteristic. This also requires no 
complex modelling. 

Capping grid electricity to create scenarios                                                                   
Different constraints can also be used on grid electricity uptake in the model to 
approximate different scenarios. If no constraint is put on grid electricity use, it can 
represent no emission caps being put in place. A constraint on using no grid energy can 
represent the system being autonomous or major emission caps being put in place 
assuming grid electricity having high GHG emissions. Different number of caps on grid 
electricity can represent different scenarios of different emission regulations being put in 
place. 

Grid electricity rate                                                                                                                   
In the Netherlands most providers offer either a fixed rate or a double rate. A few providers 
also provide spot market prices, but this would add too much complexity to this 
component. The fixed rate implies the price for grid electricity is always the same while the 
double rate charges a lower rate in off peak hours and a higher rate in peak hours. For 
Hoogeveen, the peak hours are from 7:00 to 23:00 and the off-peak hours from 23:00 to 
7:00 [33] as per Rendo, which is the distribution system operator in Hoogeveen. The 
prices used in the modelling are based on [34] [35] (0.1965 EUR/kWh off peak and 0.2347 
EUR/kWh for peak). Due to the most recent reference having comparable prices to the 
older one, it is assumed the price has not changed much and that the older rates are still 
applicable. 

Setting the emission constraint                                                                                              
In order to set the grid constraints related to emissions, grid emission data and the targets 
for emissions reductions are used. For renewable energy supply chain projects in the EU, 
a minimum 70% emission saving compared to its fossil fuel reference is required from 
2021 onwards and 80% from 2026 onwards [36] [37]. In this work only the electricity 
energy vector is used to set the emission constraint. The production of hydrogen via 
electrolysis must thus meet the emission reductions. The fossil fuel reference used is fossil 
generated electricity and its emission is taken to be 540 gramsCO2eq/kWhe as per [36] [38] 
[39]. For the onshore wind and PV technology the following values are taken for their 
emissions: 34.2 gramsCO2eq/kWhe for onshore wind and 91.1 gramsCO2eq/kWhe  for 
crystalline silicon cells [40].  A 70% reduction means that the average kWhe in the energy 
system for producing hydrogen can have a maximum emission of 162 gramsCO2eq/kWhe  
and for 80% this becomes 108 gramsCO2eq/kWhe. The mathematical form of the emission 
constraint is given in the following chapter. The amount of grid energy bought is a decision 
variable and optimally determined by the model. The grid efficiency is taken to be 0.9, thus 
10% losses due to all combined factors [41]. 

2.5 Battery system  
The battery system is added to the energy system due to the intermittent nature of wind 
and solar energy generation. It has two purposes in the energy system being considered:  
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1. To act as an energy storage system thus, storing electrical energy when there is a 
surplus to use it later when there is a deficit. This can be to meet the electricity 
demand or as electrical energy input to the electrolyser to produce hydrogen to 
meet the heating and/or mobility demand.  

2. To smoothen the electrolyser operation which can be very dynamic/unsteady due to 
the intermittent renewable generation. The battery system can dampen this 
fluctuating operation and only operate in certain ranges of the nominal electrolyser 
output.  

Choice of battery technology                                                                                           
Battery technology was chosen based on the following characteristics: lifetime of the 
battery system compared to the energy system as a whole, short-term storage (seconds-
minutes range) for steady electrolyser operation, long-term storage (daily weekly range) to 
cover intermittent renewable generation gaps and finally low costs which is always 
considered. the battery system that most meets the criteria and thus chosen is a vanadium 
flow battery. This choice is backed up by characteristics mentioned for redox flow batteries 
in general such as high voltage, good reversibility, the use of low cost and abundant active 
materials, high energy density, stability in aqueous solution, long life cycle, high efficiency, 
capability of being fully discharged and design flexibility which translates to excellent 
scalability into large scale storage [42] [43].  

Modelling the battery                                                                                                             
Modelling of redox flow batteries can vary from more microscopic models such as the 
ones reviewed in [42] to more macroscopic experimental data driven models such as done 
in [44]. Due to lack of data and the burden of computational time neither of such approach 
was taken. This means that factors such as how quickly it can be charged or discharged 
and how much energy can be cycled through it before needing a replacement, which are 
included in the modelling of [14] are not implemented. However, due to the capacity of 
redox flow batteries being a function of the amount of active material stored and the active 
material being stored externally leading to no self-discharge, coupled with the power rating 
being a function of the battery chamber size, makes it possible to independently select 
these parameters for an application [43]. This coupled with full discharge capability makes 
simplifying the modelling more acceptable. Thus battery operation is modelled as a 
general energy storage model using the characteristics and parameters of the vanadium 
redox flow battery according to the similar approaches employed by [11] [14] [45] [46]. 
Charge and discharge efficiencies are assumed to be equal at 0.866 giving a battery 
round-trip efficiency of 0.75 [47] [48] [49]. 

2.6 Electrolyser  
The system consists of an electrolyser to produce the hydrogen to meet heating and 
mobility demand. Electrolyser technology is chosen based on the following characteristics: 
technological maturity, capability to be coupled to renewables such as solar and wind, fast 
response time to respond to intermittent fluctuations and the lifetime of the electrolyser. 
The electrolyser technology that most meets the criteria and thus chosen is Proton 
Exchange Membrane (PEM) electrolysis. The choice of using PEM electrolysers over 
alkaline electrolysers, which are the two on the market technologies is backed up by the 
following characteristics: the higher current densities which are achievable and the use of 
polymer membranes that make the gas qualities and partial load tolerance of PEM 
electrolysers better suited to intermittent operation and strongly differentiating inputs than 
alkaline electrolysers [50]. The electrolyser operation is modelled as done in [7] [28] [51]:   

                          𝐻𝑃𝐸𝐿,ℎ =
𝜂𝐸𝐿𝑃ℎ

𝐸𝐿

𝐻𝐻𝑉𝐻2
 (7) 
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With 𝐻𝑃𝐸𝐿,ℎ being the amount of hydrogen produced in kg at hour h, 𝜂𝐸𝐿 being electrolyser 

system efficiency, 𝑃ℎ
𝐸𝐿 being the power used by the electrolyser in kW and 𝐻𝐻𝑉𝐻2 being 

the higher heating value of hydrogen in kWh/kg.  

Aspects not included in electrolyser modelling                                                                           
This is a simplified modelling approach, which does not take into account the changing 
electrolyser system efficiencies under different loads. The load affects almost all operation 
parameters such as electrolyser current densities, pressure level and temperature, which 
in turn influence the system efficiency [52]. With a detailed model which incorporates all 
these interconnected relationships lacking, an approach to include the changing system 
efficiency is using experimental data of efficiency and partial load of the considered 
technology. Non-linear data can be linearized in this case with an incremental linearization 
technique such as done in [53]. However, this gives added complexity and computational 
time for slight improvements and is thus not pursued. 

Data used for electrolyser                                                                                                   
Data from the PEM electrolyser system from Siemens for the Energiepark Mainz project is 
used to get an indication of the operating performance of current state of the art PEM 
systems. This is shown in Figure 6 [54]. 

 

Figure 6: Efficiency of the PEM system of Energiepark Mainz as a function of power 
consumption [54]. 

It can be seen that the system efficiency increases from peak power (165% of rated 
power, ƞLHV = 49%) through rated power (3.75 MW, ƞLHV = 55%) till a certain % of part load 
operation (27% rated power, ƞLHV = 64%) after which there is a declining pattern. The 
efficiencies are system efficiency not stack efficiency and include Balance-of-Plant (BoP) 
(cooling, purification and compression to 80 up till 225 bar). Up until 18% rated power, the 
efficiency is still comparable to rated power, the average over this range being an 
estimated 58% and this value is used in the calculations.                                                                                              

Electrolyser system assumptions                                                                                        
The electrolyser is also assumed to be able to have very fast response times, that can 
handle the fluctuating intermittent generation. This seems to be a reasonable assumption 
seeing the time scale of the model being one-hour intervals, while response times of about 
0.2 s have been reported for PEM electrolysers [55]. Typical pressures for PEM 
electrolysers are between 20-50 bar, although very high pressures of around 345-448 bar 
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for direct filling of hydrogen vehicles has been demonstrated for PEM electrolysis [54]. The 
system efficiency used, which is from the Mainz project considers pressures of 80 up to 
225 bar. For the Hoogeveen project, the heating demand storage pressure is projected to 
be at 80 bar [16]. It can be thus assumed that the electrolyser being used can deliver the 
hydrogen at the pressure required for heating demand storage. This takes away any other 
compression costs related to heating demand storage. Electrolyser output pressure is 
taken to be 100 bar, which leaves some room for pressure loss during transportation to the 
heating demand storage.  

2.7 Hydrogen storages, heating network  and refueling for mobility components 
Gaseous hydrogen storage is chosen as the most apt technology. This is chosen over 
liquified and cryo-compressed storage. This is because cryo-compressed storage is still in 
the research and development stage and liquified hydrogen storage is used for medium to 
large scale storage and transportation of hydrogen over large distances (truck delivery and 
intercontinental hydrogen shipping) to locations with high demands [56]. The heating 
storage pressure needs to be 80 bar [16], but this is within the possible output pressures 
of the electrolyser. This means there is no compression and thus no need to include 
possible compression costs for the heating demand storage.  

Volumetric storage size calculation                                                                                     
The hydrogen flows are tracked in kWh, but the storage size is also given volumetrically to 
get a spatial indication of its size. It is assumed that the hydrogen for heating is stored at 
80 bar and around 10 °C, as the gas receiving station has to receive the hydrogen at a 
temperature between 5-20 °C [16]. For mobility this is 950 bar and around 10 °C. The real 
gas law can then be used with the assumed storage conditions and amount of hydrogen to 
calculate the volume needed for storage. The same approach is used to volumetrically 
size the mobility storage. The real gas law is given by [57]: 

 

                      𝑉𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒,ℎ =
𝑚𝐻2,,𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒,ℎ𝑍𝐻2𝑅𝐻2𝑇𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒

𝑝𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒
    (8) 

 

With 𝑉𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒,ℎ   being the storage volume in m3,𝑚𝐻2,𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒,ℎ being the  amount of hydrogen 

in the storage tank in kg, Z being the compressibility factor of hydrogen at the considered 
conditions (1.65 for mobility and 1.04 for heating [58]), 𝑅𝑖 being the specific gas constant in 
J/kg*K, T being the temperature inside the storage tank in K and p being the pressure 
inside the storage tank in Pa.    

Heating network fixed cost components                                                                                        
The other component considered of the heating supply chain is the gas receiving station 
and network, which will be installed as given by [16]. To incorporate the cost of the gas 
receiving station and the pipeline network, the network costs given in [16] for 427 houses 
is assumed to scale linearly and is taken to be 875,000/427*80 = appr. 164,000 €. This is 
not a variable but will be included in the costs to give a more accurate indication.      

Hydrogen refueling station protocol and fixed cost components                                         
For the mobility side of the supply chain, the refueling infrastructure is needed to be able 
to deliver the dispensing service. The hydrogen refueling station (HRS) must comply with 
the fueling protocol, which dictates the process a station follows to safely fuel a 
compressed hydrogen storage system [59]. The EU uses the EN 17127 protocol, which 
references the more general J2601 protocol used in countries worldwide [59]. It sets the 
operational boundaries for different conditions such as temperature, pressure, fueling 
speed etc., which in turn fixes the type of components/equipment a HRS needs. Figure 7 
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gives different design concepts that could be considered for a gaseous hydrogen supply. 
The optimization to find the minimized cost configuration can be an individual study on 
itself, but to simplify the case, the configuration needing the least amount of components is 
chosen. This is highlighted yellow in Figure 7 [60]. It can also be seen that no matter which 
configuration is chosen, there is a certain minimum amount/size of components that must 
be included. These are the heat exchanger, chiller and dispenser. The amount/size of 
these components depends on the station refueling capacity. [61] gives the performance 
specification of different size of HRS. The specification shows that a station with a 
maximum hydrogen throughput of 212 kg per day needs only one dispenser. [17] also 
studied different HRS configurations and concluded that up to a 300 kg/day throughput, 
one dispenser is enough. For this case which has a lower throughput these component 
sizes are thus fixed. For the configuration chosen, the other components needed are the 
high-pressure storage at 950 bar and the high-pressure compressor (must compress up to 
950 bar) since the electrolyser is already included. The optimization thus determines the 
sizes of the storage needed, while the compressor costs need to be chosen based on the 
demand due to the non-linear nature of the compressor cost with size. The other fixed 
components costs are also given to give more accurate cost indications. The hydrogen 
storage modelling considers the mass balance of the tank. The mathematical 
representation will be given in the next chapter.  

 

Figure 7: Possible refuelling station configurations for gaseous hydrogen [60]. 

 

2.8 Electricity demand profile generation 
The electricity demand profile is obtained by using a model developed at EnTranCe [62]. 
The model simulates electricity loads at medium to low voltage transformers in residential 
areas. The transformers are connected to several households from which the loads are 
obtained. The households are modelled as objects where multiple characteristics of the 
object can be changed to generate different load profiles. Characteristics considered are 
the base load pattern, domestic PV pattern, heat pump pattern, EV pattern, battery 
system, demand side management system. These domestic characteristics are combined 
to produce the house net load. For this project, the houses are assumed to have only the 
base load characteristics. The load patterns are generated semi-randomly based on 
measurements. The base load pattern for this model is derived from Liander (one of the 
distribution system operators in the Netherlands) measurements of 80 houses for one year 
at 15-minute time intervals. The model runs for up to a 1-year period, with a timescale of 
10 minutes for the given input. The model developed uses an hourly timescale, thus the 
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load pattern produced must be transformed from 10-minute intervals to hourly intervals. In 
order to incorporate the net zero house concept into this electricity demand pattern, the 
total electricity demand of a house is set to 3150 kWh, which is the amount of renewable 
energy generation/consumption needed to get the net zero energy certification [63]. The 
total consumption of the demand pattern generated by the model is divided by 3150, and 
the factor obtained is multiplied by all hourly intervals to get the required consumption, 
while maintaining the pattern.  

2.9 Hydrogen heating demand profile 
For the heating demand profile, the same demand profile is used as in the work by 
Hogewerf [15]. This is an hourly profile of heating demand for a year provided by N-tra, 
which is a subsidiary of Rendo, the regional distribution system operator for electricity, gas 
and heat. This heat demand profile is based on measurements of comparable houses to 
this project for the year 2017.   

2.10 Hydrogen mobility demand profile 
In order to produce a realistic synthetic hydrogen demand profile, the following approach 
and data is used from around 400 Chevron gasoline fueling stations [10,64,65]. Because 
hydrogen is also a fuel, the demand of gasoline is expected to translate well into hydrogen 
demand. The synthetic demand profile is obtained by: The average annual mileage of a 
personal vehicle in the Netherlands is given as 13,000 km/year [64]. The considered 
project consists of 80 houses and it is assumed that each house has a hydrogen powered 
vehicle. The fuel economy of the Toyota Mirai, which is one of the most popular hydrogen 
powered vehicles is used and is given as 106.2 km/kg H2 [65]. The total amount of 
hydrogen needed for one year is thus 80*13,000/106.2= 9793 kg of hydrogen. This total 
yearly demand is mapped unto the weekly and daily distributions of fueling events 
provided by [66]. There is also a seasonal fluctuation which is taken into account. The 
demand is 10% higher in the summer period which is the 13 weeks from June to 
September and a corresponding decline in demand during the winter period from 
December to March [66]. After these steps a synthetic hourly demand profile for hydrogen 
mobility is obtained. The same profile is used for every year due to no demand evolution. 
To get the demand in kWh, the profile in kg must be multiplied by the HHV.  

2.11 Optimizations performed 
The model is used to find the lowest NPC and technological configuration for the whole 
system, for 21 scenarios. The scenarios analyzed are shown in Table 1. The following 
letters are used in the table: S - solar, W - wind, E - electricity, H - heating, M - mobility, B - 
battery and EC - emission constraint. E.g., SW-B-EC-M denotes an optimization where 
solar and wind is considered along with a battery system, emission constraint and mobility 
demand. These optimizations give insight into how the choice of solar or wind as a 
renewable energy technology influences cost and component deployment, how an 
emission constraint influences cost and component deployment and how a battery 
influences cost and component deployment for mobility and heating supply chains. The 
electricity optimization gives an indication what the cost would be compared to the grid 
price with some renewable component integration. 

Unfortunately, no optimizations were performed with all demands present. This was due to 
time constraints and a lack of computational power. This will be elaborated on in the 
chapter 4.  
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Table 1: Different scenarios being considered by the optimisation model. The meaning of 
the letters is explained in the text. First column is heating, second is mobility and third is 

electricity optimisations. 

S-H S-M - 

S-EC-H S-EC-M - 

W-H W-M - 

W-EC-H W-EC-M - 

SW-H SW-M - 

SW-EC-H SW-EC-M - 

S-B-H S-B-M S-B-E 

S-B-EC-H S-B-EC-M - 

W-B-H W-B-M W-B-E 

W-B-EC-H - - 
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3 Mathematical Model  
The model was programmed in MATLAB. This chapter gives the structured breakdown of 
the mathematical formulation of the model. The model needs to be structured in MATLAB 
around decision and slack variables, an objective function, equalities and inequalities, thus 
the structure of this chapter also follows this.  

3.1 Decision variables, slack variables and non component cost parameter 
Tables 2, 3 and 4 describe the decision variables, slack variables and parameters, 
respectively. In all tables, the subscript h means ‘at hour h’. 

Table 2: decision variables determined by the model with their description and unit. 

Name Description Unit 

x1 Area of PV needed m2 

x2 Number of WT needed Number of 
units 

x3 Battery capacity  kWh 

x4 Nominal electrolyser capacity  kW 

x5 Size of mobility hydrogen storage  kWh  

x6 Size of heating hydrogen storage  kWh 

x7  Total electricity bought from grid kWh  

 

Table 3: Slack variables with their description and unit at time h. 

Name and unit Description Name and 
unit 

Description 

EPV2ED,h (kWh/h) Flow of electricity from 
PV to electricity 
demand  

EbatSOC,h 
(kWh) 

Amount of electricity in 
battery (state of charge) 

EPV2bat,h (kWh/h) Flow of electricity from 
PV to battery  

EEL,h 
(kWh/h) 

Total flow of electricity to the 
electrolyser  

EPV2EL,h (kWh/h) Flow of electricity from 
PV to electrolyser  

EH2,EL,h 
(kWh/h) 

Total amount of hydrogen 
produced  

EEL2HD,h (kWh/h) Flow of hydrogen from 
the electrolyser to 
hydrogen heating 
demand 

EEL2MS,h 
(kWh/h) 

Flow of hydrogen from the 
electrolyser to hydrogen 
storage for mobility 

EWT2ED,h (kWh/h) Flow of electricity from 
WT to electricity 
demand  

EEL2MD,h 

(kWh/h) 
Flow of hydrogen from the 
electrolyser to hydrogen 
mobility demand 

EWT2bat,h (kWh/h) Flow of electricity from 
WT to battery  

HSMh (kWh) Amount of hydrogen in 
mobility storage (state of 
charge) 

EWT2EL,h (kWh/h) Flow of electricity from 
WT to electrolyser  

EEL2HS,h 
(kWh/h) 

Flow of hydrogen from the 
electrolyser to hydrogen 
storage for heating  
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Egrid2bat,h (kWh/h) Flow of grey electricity 
from grid to battery  

HSHh (kWh) Amount of hydrogen in 
heating storage (state of 
charge) 

Egrid2EL,h (kWh/h) Flow of grey electricity 
from grid to 
electrolyser  

Ebat,ch,h 
(kWh/h) 

All electricity input flows for 
the battery (charging) 

Ebat2EL,h (kWh/h) Flow of electricity from 
battery to electrolyser  

Ebat2ED,h 
(kWh/h) 

Flow of electricity from 
battery to electricity demand 

Ebat,dis,h 
(kWh/h) 

All electricity output flows from the battery (discharging) 

 

Table 4: Input data of the model with their description and unit at time h. 

Name Description Unit 

PPV,h PV electricity production per m2 at time h kWh/m2 

PWT,h WT electricity production per unit at time h kWh/N 

EDh Electricity demand at time h kWh 

HDHh Hydrogen demand for heating at time h kg 

HDMh Hydrogen demand for mobility at time h kg 

PGEh Price of grid energy at time h €/kWh 

 

3.2 Objective function 
The main objective of the model is to minimize the levelized cost of the hydrogen 
produced by the system. The system considers three different products which are the 
electricity demand, hydrogen for mobility and heating. Because the levelized cost of 
energy (LCOE) equation is usually used for only one type of product in the supply chain, it 
was not sure how to combine all the products into this equation to get a proper 
comparison. Due to this it was decided to let the objective function be minimized in terms 
of the NPC of the system and after the optimization is done various LCOE figures can be 
calculated and related to each other to see how they compare. The problem is formulated 
as a linear programming (LP) problem on an hourly basis with 7 decision variables (see 
table 2), n being the expected lifetime of the system (in years, 12 years in this case), y ∈ 
(1,2, …, n) being a year in the lifetime of the system and h ∈ (1,2,…,8760*n) being a 
certain hour in the lifetime of the system. The objective function is given by:  

     𝑁𝑃𝐶 =  ∑  
𝐼𝑦+𝑂&𝑀𝑦+𝐸𝑦

(1+𝑟)𝑦
𝑛
𝑦=1                 (9) 

where Iy is the investment costs in € in year 𝑦, given by: 

𝐼𝑦 = {
𝐶1,𝐶𝐴𝑃𝐸𝑋. 𝑥1 + 𝐶2,𝐶𝐴𝑃𝐸𝑋. 𝑥2 + 𝐶3,𝐶𝐴𝑃𝐸𝑋. 𝑥3 + 𝐶4,𝐶𝐴𝑃𝐸𝑋. 𝑥4 + 𝐶5,𝐶𝐴𝑃𝐸𝑋. 𝑥5 + 𝐶6,𝐶𝐴𝑃𝐸𝑋𝑥6   𝑦  = 1    

𝐶4,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘. 𝑥4,             𝑦 =  6 𝑎𝑛𝑑 11                                        
 (10) 

CAPEX and OPEX cost parameters                                                                                        
CAPEX cost parameters are the following:                                                                                                                                                            
A PV module with an efficiency of 16.5% translates to roughly 165 Wp/m2, this with a cost 
of around 850 €/kWp = 𝐶1,𝐶𝐴𝑃𝐸𝑋 = 140 €/m2 [67] [68] [69] [70].                                                                                                                                                                                                          

Using a cost of 1400 €/kW leads to a unit cost of  𝐶2,𝐶𝐴𝑃𝐸𝑋 = 84,000 € per wind turbine [30] 

[70].                                                                                                                                             
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𝐶3,𝐶𝐴𝑃𝐸𝑋 = 715 €/kWh is used, this is the total system cost and includes BoP, power 

conversion system and construction and commissioning for the battery [71] [72] [73].                                                                                                                                                                   
CAPEX for the electrolyser is  taken to be 𝐶4,𝐶𝐴𝑃𝐸𝑋 = 1000 €/kW based on several 

references [74] [75] [76].                                                                                                               
For the electrolyser stack 𝐶4,𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘 =  320 €/kW is used, stack lifetime is taken to be 45,000 

hours so two replacements over the project financing period, the first is in the 6th year of 
the project and the second in the 11th year of the project [74]. The value of  𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘  is thus 6 
and 11.                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
CAPEX of the mobility high pressure storage is taken to be 𝐶5,𝐶𝐴𝑃𝐸𝑋 =  1900 €/kg [77] [78] 

[79] and for the lower pressure heating storage 𝐶6,𝐶𝐴𝑃𝐸𝑋 = 700 €/kg [77] [79].  

 

O&My is the operations and maintenance costs in € in year 𝑦, which is given by: 

𝑂&𝑀𝑦 = 𝐶1,𝑂𝑃𝐸𝑋. 𝑥1 + 𝐶2,𝑂𝑃𝐸𝑋. 𝑥2 + 𝐶3,𝑂𝑃𝐸𝑋. 𝑥3 + 𝐶4,𝑂𝑃𝐸𝑋. 𝑥4 + 𝐶5,𝑂𝑃𝐸𝑋. 𝑥5 + 𝐶6,𝑂𝑃𝐸𝑋. 𝑥6   (11) 

OPEX cost parameters are the following:                                                                                                                                                                       
For PV 17 €/(kWp.a) is used from a combination of the various references, translates to 
𝐶1,𝑂𝑃𝐸𝑋 =  2.8 €/(m2.a) [67] [68] [69] [70].                                                                                         

The OPEX for wind turbines is taken to be 25 €/(kW.a). One unit is thus 𝐶2,𝑂𝑃𝐸𝑋 =  1500 

€/(unit.a) [70] [80].                                                                                                                     
Battery OPEX is taken to be 2% of CAPEX per year. This translates to 𝐶3,𝑂𝑃𝐸𝑋 =  14 

€/(kWh.a) [73].                                                                                                                       
Electrolyser OPEX is assumed to be 5% of CAPEX and is thus 𝐶4,𝑂𝑃𝐸𝑋 =   50 €/(kW.a) [74] 

[75].                                                                                                                                                     
For the mobility high pressure storage no specific reference was found with regards to 
OPEX. Thus 3% of CAPEX is used as an estimate compared to the 2% of the lower 
pressure storage due to higher pressures. This translates to 𝐶5,𝑂𝑃𝐸𝑋 =  57 €/(kg.a).                                                  

2% of CAPEX for the heating storage translates to 𝐶6,𝑂𝑃𝐸𝑋 = 14 €/(kg.a) [81].  

Ey is the electricity costs in € in year 𝑦, which is given by (the cost per kWh used is given in 
the grid section and is equal to 𝐶7,ℎ): 

𝐸𝑦 = ∑ 𝐶7,ℎ . 𝑥7,ℎ
8760.𝑦

ℎ=(𝑦−1).8760+1
                              (12) 

And r is the discount rate (0.07 is the value used, assuming no inflation [82]).  

 

Postprocessing and fixed costs                                                                                                
Following the computation of the optimized NPC, the following postprocessing is done: the 
NPC of fixed costs such as the heating network and HRS is added to this cost (this is 
𝑁𝑃𝐶𝑓𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑,ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔+𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔  ) to get the total NPC. Obviously these costs are added only if the 

configuration optimised consists of the mobility or heating supply chain. The calculation of 
the fixed NPC is the same as the optimisation, only that the values are fixed. The heating 
network fixed CAPEX is taken to be 164,000 € [16]. For the refueling station fixed CAPEX, 
estimates without compressor and storage costs range from 500,000 € to 950,000 €. 
Compressor costs are estimated at 162,500 € for 50 kg/day 2.3 kg/h 10-12.5 kW, 208,000 
€ for 100 kg/day 6kg/h 25 kW, 359,000 € for 200 kg/day 14kg/h 60 kW, 494,000 € for 300 
kg/day 23 kg/h 100 kW. The smallest compressor is taken and midrange of the further 
costs giving 887,500 € without storage [17] [83].                                                                                        
For fixed OPEX 4% of CAPEX is taken for the heating network, which translates to 6560 
€/y [77].                                                                                                                                            
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5% of CAPEX is used for the refueling station OPEX, which translates to 44375 €/y [81].                                                                                                  
For the refueling station compression and precooling costs, 0.4 kWh/kg H2 for precooling 
and 1.6 kWh/kg H2 for compression is used [77] [81]. The same price per kWh is used as 
𝐶7,ℎ .                                                                                                                                                         

The general expression for the calculation of LCOE, whatever the end application is given 
below and is termed the levelized cost of combined electricity and hydrogen (LCOCEH) 
(€/kWh is the unit calculated):  

𝐿𝐶𝑂𝐶𝐸𝐻 = 
𝑁𝑃𝐶 + 𝑁𝑃𝐶𝑓𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑,ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔+𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 

∑
𝐸𝐷𝑦 + 𝐻𝐷𝐻𝑦 + 𝐻𝐷𝑀𝑦

(1 + 𝑟)𝑦
𝑛
𝑦=1

          
(13) 

This metric assumes a unit of energy over the whole system has the same value no matter 
what the end application is.  

3.3 Constraints  

Equalities 
The following equalities were defined for defining the problem: 

For each ℎ, PV power production is equal to the PV power production vector multiplied by 

the decision variable, which is equal to all the power from PV to different components: 

𝑃𝑃𝑉,ℎ . 𝑥1 = 𝐸𝑃𝑉2𝐸𝐷,ℎ + 𝐸𝑃𝑉2𝑏𝑎𝑡,ℎ+ 𝐸𝑃𝑉2𝐸𝐿,ℎ    (14) 

For each ℎ, the same applies for the wind turbines but with the other vector: 

𝑃𝑊𝑇,ℎ . 𝑥2 = 𝐸𝑊𝑇2𝐸𝐷,ℎ + 𝐸𝑊𝑇2𝑏𝑎𝑡,ℎ+ 𝐸𝑊𝑇2𝐸𝐿,ℎ  (15) 

For each ℎ, the total grid power which is used is equal to all flows from the grid to the 

system: 

𝑥7,ℎ = 𝐸𝑔𝑟𝑖𝑑2𝑏𝑎𝑡,ℎ + 𝐸𝑔𝑟𝑖𝑑2𝐸𝐿,ℎ (16) 

For each ℎ, the electricity demand vector gives the demand and this is equal to all power 

flows to the demand: 

𝐸𝐷ℎ = 𝐸𝑃𝑉2𝐸𝐷,ℎ + 𝐸𝑊𝑇2𝐸𝐷,ℎ + 𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑡2𝐸𝐷,ℎ (17) 

For each ℎ, the electrolyser power consumption is equal to all flows to the electrolyser: 

𝐸𝐸𝐿,ℎ = 𝐸𝑃𝑉2𝐸𝐿,ℎ + 𝐸𝑊𝑇2𝐸𝐿,ℎ + 𝐸𝑔𝑟𝑖𝑑2𝐸𝐿,ℎ + 𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑡2𝐸𝐿,ℎ (18) 

For each ℎ, electrolyser hydrogen energy conversion is equal to power input multiplied by 

electrolyser efficiency. 

𝐸𝐻2,𝐸𝐿,ℎ = 𝜂𝐸𝐿𝐸𝐸𝐿,ℎ (19) 

For each ℎ, electrolyser hydrogen production is equal to hydrogen flow to the hydrogen for 

heating storage, hydrogen heating demand, the hydrogen for mobility storage and 
hydrogen mobility demand: 

𝐸𝐻2,𝐸𝐿,ℎ = 𝐸𝐸𝐿2𝐻𝑆,ℎ + 𝐸𝐸𝐿2𝑀𝑆,ℎ + 𝐸𝐸𝐿2𝐻𝐷,ℎ + 𝐸𝐸𝐿2𝑀𝐷,ℎ   (20) 

For each ℎ, the amount of energy stored in the battery is equal to the energy in the battery 

the previous time step, plus all the power charged into the battery multiplied by the 
charging efficiency or minus the power out of the battery divided by the discharge 
efficiency: 
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𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑆𝑂𝐶,ℎ = 𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑆𝑂𝐶,ℎ−1 + (𝜂𝑐ℎ𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑡,𝑐ℎ,ℎ −
(𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑡,𝑑𝑖𝑠,ℎ)

𝜂𝑑𝑖𝑠
) (21) 

With: 

𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑡,𝑐ℎ,ℎ = 𝐸𝑃𝑉2𝑏𝑎𝑡,ℎ + 𝐸𝑊𝑇2𝑏𝑎𝑡,ℎ + 𝐸𝑔𝑟𝑖𝑑2𝑏𝑎𝑡,ℎ  𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑡,𝑑𝑖𝑠,ℎ
= 𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑡2𝐸𝐿,ℎ + 𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑡2𝐸𝐷,ℎ (22) 

For all storage, the storage level at the start is equal to the storage level at the end: 

𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑆𝑂𝐶,ℎ=0 = 𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑆𝑂𝐶,ℎ−(12∗8760) + (𝜂𝑐ℎ𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑡,𝑐ℎ,ℎ=0 −
(𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑡,𝑑𝑖𝑠,ℎ=0)

𝜂𝑑𝑖𝑠
) (23) 

For each ℎ, hydrogen storage level for mobility/heating is equal to hydrogen storage level 

of the previous time step plus hydrogen flow from the electrolyser to the specific storage, 
minus hydrogen flow to demand for mobility/heating: 

𝐻𝑆𝑀ℎ = 𝐻𝑆𝑀ℎ−1 + 𝐸𝐸𝐿2𝑀𝑆,ℎ − 𝐸𝑀𝑆2𝐷,ℎ (24) 

𝐻𝑆𝐻ℎ = 𝐻𝑆𝐻ℎ−1 + 𝐸𝐸𝐿2𝐻𝑆,ℎ − 𝐸𝐻𝑆2𝐷,ℎ (25) 

Hydrogen demand is equal to the hydrogen from electrolyser to demand plus the hydrogen 
from storage to demand: 

𝐻𝐷𝑀ℎ = 𝐸𝑀𝑆2𝐷,ℎ + 𝐸𝐸𝐿2𝑀𝐷,ℎ (26) 

𝐻𝐷𝐻ℎ = 𝐻𝐻𝑆2𝐷,ℎ + 𝐻𝐸𝐿2𝐻𝐷,ℎ (27) 

For all storage, the storage level at the start is equal to the storage level at the end: 

𝐻𝑆𝑀ℎ=0 = 𝐻𝑆𝑀ℎ−(12∗8760)  + 𝐸𝐸𝐿2𝑀𝑆,ℎ=0 − 𝐸𝑀𝑆2𝐷,ℎ=0 (28) 

𝐻𝑆𝐻ℎ=0 = 𝐻𝑆𝐻ℎ−(12∗8760)  +  𝐸𝐸𝐿2𝐻𝑆,ℎ=0 − 𝐸𝐻𝑆2𝐷,ℎ=0 (29) 

 

Inequalities 
The following inequalities were defined for defining the problem: 

For each ℎ, electricity stored in the battery must be equal to or less than storage capacity: 

𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑡,𝑆𝑂𝐶,ℎ ≤  𝑥3 (30) 

 

For each ℎ, hydrogen stored in mobility or heating storage should be equal to or less than 

storage capacity: 

𝐻𝑆𝑀ℎ ≤ 𝑥5 (31) 

𝐻𝑆𝐻ℎ ≤ 𝑥6 (32) 

For each ℎ, power consumption of the electrolyser should be equal to or less than 

electrolyser capacity: 

𝐸𝐸𝐿,ℎ ≤ 𝑥4 (33) 

Over the lifetime of the system, the gramsCO2eq/kWhe (values of the coefficients given in 
the grid section of chapter 2) used in the system must be equal to or less than: 
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𝐸𝑊𝑇2𝐸𝐿,ℎ 34.2 + 𝐸𝑊𝑇2𝑏𝑎𝑡,ℎ34.2 + 𝐸𝑊𝑇2𝐸𝐷,ℎ34.2+ 𝐸𝑃𝑉2𝐸𝐿,ℎ 91.1 + 𝐸𝑃𝑉2𝑏𝑎𝑡,ℎ91.1

+ 𝐸𝑃𝑉2𝐸𝐿,ℎ91.1 + 𝐸𝑔𝑟𝑖𝑑2𝐸𝐿,ℎ540 + 𝐸𝑔𝑟𝑖𝑑2𝑏𝑎𝑡,ℎ540 

≤ (1 − 𝐸𝑅)540𝐸𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙,ℎ 
(34) 

With 𝐸𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑,𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙,ℎ being all the variables on the left side of this inequality and ER being 

the fraction representing the emission reduction %. 

The total energy flow that can be charged into the battery is smaller than the battery 
capacity minus the state of charge of the previous timestep: 

𝜂𝑐ℎ𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑡,𝑐ℎ,ℎ  ≤ 𝑥3 − 𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑆𝑂𝐶,ℎ−1 (35) 

The total energy flow that can be discharged from the battery is smaller than the state of 
charge of the previous timestep. This is also the case for the hydrogen storages: 

𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑡,𝑑𝑖𝑠,ℎ
𝜂𝑑𝑖𝑠

≤ 𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑆𝑂𝐶,ℎ−1 (36) 

𝐸𝑀𝑆2𝐷,ℎ ≤ 𝐻𝑆𝑀ℎ−1 (37) 

𝐸𝐻𝑆2𝐷,ℎ ≤ 𝐻𝑆𝐻ℎ−1 (38) 

All decision and dummy variables are non-negative (E is the set containing all dummy 
variables): 

𝑥𝑖 ≥ 0 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑖 = {1…7} 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐸 ≥ 0 (39) 
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4 Results and discussion 
The optimizations were performed using the MATLAB software on a remote desktop with 
an unknown CPU and 32 GB RAM memory. The linear programming algorithm that is 
used for the solver is the dual simplex algorithm. The following graphs are given of the 
wind, heating, battery with emission constraint scenario (W-B-EC-H) as to see how this 
system would need to perform to deliver the lowest cost system. This is done only for one 
out of the 21 scenarios as an example of how the optimization determines operational 
performance of the system. The confirmation of system operation being realistic for one 
scenario is deemed applicable to all other optimization due to using the same method. The 
most important variables are all plotted in Figure 8 and Figure 9 for a week in the winter 
(week 7) and in the summer (week 30) to see differences in operation. The operation of 
each other component of the system is also given over a year to see the general trend of 
how these certain components of the system perform over a year. The x-axis starts 
January 1 and ends on December 31.  

 

Figure 8: heating demand, WT production, grid uptake, electrolyser operation and heating 
storage flows for week 7 of a year. 
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Figure 9: heating demand, WT production, grid uptake, electrolyser operation and heating 
storage flows  for week 30 of a year. 

Operational performance W-B-EC-H scenario                                                                                                 
Figure 8 and Figure 9 give the contrast in operation between winter and summer operation 
for the optimized  W-B-EC-H scenario. Some of the most notable differences are the much 
higher heating demand in the winter compared to the summer. This obviously has massive 
effects on the rest of the system operation due to it being demand driven. This explains 
the difference in operation. Notable is that only the winter week has grid uptake. The grid 
uptake is also at a high capacity compared to the electrolyser capacity and heating 
demand. WT production is less in this particular winter week than the summer week. One 
factor that could effect the models accuracy is the electrolyser consumption, which for the 
winter week uses rated capacity much more than the summer week, but both have many 
points at low partial load, which means the assumed system efficiency of the electrolyser 
does not hold up at these operating points. In practice, hydrogen production is expected to 
be less at these points. The more of these operating points for the electrolyser, the less 
realistic the results. The electrolyser system efficiency rapidly decreases at around 18% 
rated capacity (figure 7). With an electrolyser capacity of 165.9 kW, this means all points 
under 29.9 kW are prone to error. From Figure 8 and Figure 9, a fair percentage of points 
are below this number.  

The winter week has no usage of the battery at all, while the summer has many operating 
points where only the battery is used to operate the electrolyser, with many of these points 
occurring again at lower partial loads. Thus more grid usage in the winter and more  
battery usage in the summer. This makes sense as more grid usage leads to less battery 
usage due to grid uptake being immediately available. 

The hydrogen storage for heating is used in both weeks to meet a significant part of the 
heating demand, while in the winter there are many points where hydrogen straight from 
the electrolyser contributes significantly to demand. For this certain week in the summer it 
seems that only the heating storage is used to meet demand and no direct flow from the 
electrolyser. For both weeks there are points which show hydrogen flow to the storage, but 
the storage is used much less in the summer, due to lower heat demand. More hydrogen 
heating storage flows to demand make sense due to higher heating demand in the winter. 
More flows straight from the electrolyser to demand also lines up with the increased grid 
uptake. 
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The main conclusion from these plots is that the results of the model can be made more 
accurate by including changing electrolyser system efficiencies depending on the load or 
incorporating a constraint which limits electrolyser load to certain ranges. The graphs also 
seem to indicate realistic operation with no strange trends appearing.  

Trends of system components over the year                                                                            
Figure 10 shows the battery operation over a year. Notable is the usage of the battery, 
which is much less during the colder months compared to the warmer months. The grid is 
not used at all to charge the battery. The usage of the battery is probably higher during the 
summer because of the limited use of grid electricity available due to the emission 
constraint. The higher demands occurring during the winter causes the system to choose 
to use most of the grid electricity allowed before the emission constraint is violated during 
this time. This leaves less available for the summer. In order to deliver the demand it is 
forced to use the battery during the summer.                                                                                                                   

Figure 11 shows the hydrogen heating storage operation for a year. The scale of the 
storage is much greater than the hourly hydrogen flows which charge/discharge the 
storage. The trend for the state of charge (SOC) of the storage seems to be discharging 
occurring primarily during the colder months while charging occurs during the warmer 
months. Notably the storage is full at the start of operation. This is probably due to 
operation being started in the winter. The constraints indicate that the end level of the 
storage should be the same as the start level, thus all energy supplied is accounted for by 
the demand. A less complex scenario was tested with a constraint forcing the storage to 
start empty, and the result was insignificant in regards to price. It would probably lead to 
more computational effort and thus it was chosen to do the optimizations without the 
forced empty starting SOC.   

 

 

Figure 10: Battery operation over the first year of the project. 
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Figure 11: Heating hydrogen storage operation for a year. 

 

 

Figure 12: WT electricity production and electricity flows from the WT over a year. 

Figure 12 shows the WT energy production and usage over a year. The trend of usage over 
this year seems to be directly using the energy to produce hydrogen during the colder 
months and a more balanced usage during the warmer months with most of the usage going 
to charging the battery. This trend fits the observation of the use of grid electricity during 
times of high demand and storage during warmer months mentioned earlier. There is less 
dispatchable generation available during the summer due to the emission constraint capping 
the grid energy and thus the battery is charged to guarantee operation. Figure 13 supports 
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the grid budget observation, with most of the grid uptake being in the colder months when 
there is higher demand. Using more grid uptake is probably not done in the summer months 
due to the emission constraint. It can also be seen that the grid is only used directly to the 
electrolyzer, thus no grid is used to charge the battery. So, the cost of grid energy is not low 
enough to cycle energy through the battery when the price is lower at non-peak time.  

 

 

Figure 13: Grid uptake and flows over a year. 

 

Figure 14 shows how the heating demand is met concurrently with the electrolyser 
operation over a year. Apparent is storage being used more with higher demands (colder 
months), hydrogen flow directly from the electrolyser to demand seems to be a consistent 
percentage of the demand throughout the year and the storage being charged more during 
times with lower demands (warmer months). The operational behaviour seems to be 
logically consistent throughout these graphs, with no strange trends apparent. The most 
important modelling observation being the possible error introduced due to the constant 
electrolyser efficiency assumption.  
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Figure 14: Electrolyser operation and how demand is met over a year. 

 

Computational time aspect of optimization                                                                  
Figures 15, 16 and 17 and table 5 give emissions, LCOH, component cost fraction and 
components sizes determined for the 21 scenarios. Unfortunately, it can be seen that the 
more complex configurations possible in the system design are not included. This is due to 
the computational time needed to perform these scenarios, hardware limits and time 
constraints which needed to be met. The more complex a scenario becomes the more 
variables must be determined by the optimization. Due to the 12-year project length and 
hourly resolution, every added variable that is not a fixed component value adds 105,120 
extra variables to a scenario. To get an indication of the time needed, the least complex 
optimization scenario included in the tables has a solution time of around 1200 seconds on 
the used PC. The most complex optimizations performed, which are still some ways off the 
total system take upwards of one day. From this it can be deduced that with the available 
computational power, the more complex scenarios would take multiple days at the 
minimum to generate a solution. The time required to solve an optimization does not seem 
to scale linearly with the number of variables. This should be kept in mind for future work. 
The performed optimizations were separate configurations for the heating and mobility 
supply chain. A further two optimizations were performed for the electricity demand supply 
chain.  
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Figure 15: Emissions of the scenarios. (the orange line is the max allowed emission to 
comply with the constraint, 160 gramsCO2eq/kWhe). 

Confirmation of emission constraint function                                                                                                                                                                             
Figure 15 shows the emission for each scenario. It can be seen that all emission constraint 
scenarios comply with the constraint. Also there is still some emissions possible according 
to the graph. This is probably due to the intermittent nature of renewable generation. At 
peak generation when the resource is plentiful, the energy is cheaper than grid energy 
which leads to some deployment. This is up to a certain point. The emission constraint not 
being maxed out indicates that the point has not been reached where grid energy price is 
generally cheaper than the renewable deployment for these scenarios. The non emission 
constraint scenarios also indicate this due to all of them having a certain renewable 
deployment, when this is not forced.                                                                                                                                                                            

 

Figure 16: LCOH of the scenarios (blue is only variable costs and orange variable and 
fixed costs). 
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Table 5: Electricity generation and component sizing. 

scenario 

 

PV 
supply 
lifetime 
(MWh) 

WT 
supply 
lifetime 
(MWh) 

x1 
(m2) 

x2  (real 
number) 

x7 
(MWh) 

x3 
(kWh) 

x4 
(kW) 

x5 
(kWh)/ 
(m3)/ 
(kg) 

x6   
(kWh)/ 
(m3)/   
(kg) 

S-H 

 

920.8 - 364.2 - 8152.4 - 213.9 - 2193.4/ 
8.45/ 
55.7 

S-EC-H 7065.3 - 2794.8 - 1325.2 - 442.5 - 197561/ 
761.2/ 
5014.2 

S-B-H 920.8 - 364.2 - 8152.4 - 213.9 - 2193.4/ 
8.45/ 
55.7 

S-B-EC-
H 

7316.4 - 2894.1 - 1372.3 352.94 351.3 - 159658/ 
615.1/ 
4052.2 

W-H - 2206.6 - 1.071 6723.8 - 182.8 - 7473.8/ 
28.8 
189.7 

W-EC-H - 6331.4 - 3.072 2140.6 - 162.2 - 74576/ 
287.3/ 
1892.8 

W-B-H - 2206.6 - 1.071 6723.8 - 182.8 - 7473.8/ 
28.8/ 
189.7 

W-B-EC-
H 

- 6550.5 - 3.179 2214.7 177.15 165.9 - 52928/ 
203.9/ 
1343.4 

SW-H - 2206.6 - 1.071 6723.8 - 182.8 - 7473.8/ 
28.8/ 
189.7 

SW-EC-
H 

- 6331.4 - 3.072 2140.6 - 162.2 - 74576/ 
287.3/ 
1892.8 

S-M 2576.1 - 1019 - 5963 - 161.4 650/ 
0.335/ 
16.5 

- 

S-EC-M 6795.6 - 2688 - 1274.6 - 425.6 58979/ 
30.4/ 

1496.9 

- 

S-B-M 2590.5 - 1024.7 - 5947.3 0.877 161.2 649.5/ 
0.334/ 
16.5 

- 
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S-B-EC-
M 

7330.3 - 2899.6 - 1374.9 705 302.9 23694.5/ 
12.2/ 
601.4 

- 

W-M - 3058.2 - 1.484 5427.3 - 82.7 946.1/ 
0.49/   

24 

- 

W-EC-M - 6089.8 - 2.955 2058.9 - 156 39135/ 
20.2/ 
993 

- 

W-B-M - 3058.2 - 1.484 5427.3 - 82.7 946.1/ 
0.487/ 

24 

- 

SW-M 914 2823.8 361.6 1.370 4672 - 127.7 1007.7/ 
0.519/ 
25.8 

- 

SW-EC-
M 

2723 3649 1077 1.771 1744.7 - 258.3 6930.9/ 
3.57/ 
175.9 

- 

W-B-E - 2471 - 1.199 1011 194.3 - - - 

S-B-E 861 - 340.6 - 2798 194.3 - - - 

 

 

 

Figure 17: Cost composition percentage of total cost of components for different 
scenarios. Some bars do not reach 100% due to rounding off the percentages.  
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Effect of component deployment on cost and configuration                                                                    
Observations apparent from Figure 16 and 17 and table 5 based on all scenarios:                                                                                       
For all systems there is a preference to use primarily grid electricity if the option is 
available. If no emission constraint is applied, all of the systems will have primarily grid 
uptake. Battery storage is not used for any of these scenarios, which is logical seeing 
there is an efficiency penalty by using the battery. Also the battery has no use if there is 
dispatchable power at any instant.                                                                                                                   

In the case of emission constraints, hydrogen storage has a positive effect for all 
configurations, lowering the cost of energy. For all configurations, wind seems to lead to 
lower costs compared to solar. The emission constraint scenarios are all more expensive 
than their counterpart. The effect of the emission constraint on cost is less for a combined 
wind and solar generation system than each one of these in isolation. Thus there seems to 
be a synergy effect when using both sources. This is especially apparent for the mobility 
supply chain comparing the emission constraint cost for solar, wind and combined wind 
and solar without battery. The cost effect of the wind configurations is due to a 
combination of wind being cheaper than solar with regards to the parameters and data 
used for the model, but also the fact that the emission constraint parameter for wind is 
lower than solar. This means that more grid electricity can also be used for these 
configurations, and with grid electricity being the cheapest option most of the time, 
lowering the price. 

The fixed costs of the mobility supply chain are significantly more than the heating supply 
chain fixed costs and a significant portion of the total costs of the mobility supply chain. 

From Figure 17 and Table 5 the following observations are apparent:                                                                                                               
For non emission constraint scenarios, grid uptake is comfortably the highest contributor 
for variable cost. Applying the emission constraint lowers the grid uptake while increasing 
renewable electricity generator size and significantly increasing the hydrogen storage 
capacity for all configurations.  Hydrogen storage also becomes the biggest contributor to 
variable cost for most scenarios. The change in installed capacity for the electrolyser is 
more varied, with the capacity increasing in all solar scenarios when the emission 
constraint is applied. Introducing a battery lowers the extent to which the electrolyser 
capacity is increased, but it is still significantly more than the non emission constraint 
scenario. Inclusion of a battery also lowers the hydrogen storage capacity needed 
compared to scenarios without the battery for solar and wind scenarios. For wind, the 
electrolyser capacity decreases with the emission constraint for the heating supply chain, 
albeit not by much. While the opposite happens for the mobility supply chain, where the 
increase is more apparent. The combined wind and solar scenarios show the same 
pattern, with the heating scenario including only wind. The increase in storage of all 
emission constraint scenarios is probably due to the intermittent nature of renewable 
generation requiring more storage to meet the demand. While the increase/decrease in 
electrolyser capacity is probably due to how the generation lines up with the demand 
pattern.                                                                                              

The electricity demand optimizations are done to see how the renewable generation 
uptake compares with grid electricity uptake. The electricity demand optimizations still 
have a significant grid uptake even though the only way of using grid electricity is through 
the battery and thus the efficiency penalty. This shows how grid biased the system is. But 
the prices are still comparable/cheaper than the grid only price (13 €ct/kWh for wind and 
20 €ct/kWh for solar). This indicates that the renewable generation can compete with the 
grid electricity in terms of price, especially wind up to a certain uptake. But it is still 
cheaper to take grid energy through the battery instead of deploying more renewables with 
a larger battery.  
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Comparison of calculated cost to other models                                                                  
To compare this models result with others from literature the best cost figures for the 
performed optimizations are used for scenarios with and without emission constraint. For 
heating this would be 54 and 71 €ct/kWh H2 which converts to 21.3 (W-H scenario) and 28 
(W-B-EC-H scenario) €/kg H2 respectively. See table 5 for the component sizes of this 
system. For mobility this would be 77 and 87 €ct/kWh H2 which converts to 30.3 (S-W-M 
scenario) and 34.3 (S-W-EC-M scenario) €/kg H2 respectively. See table 5 for the 
component sizes of this system.  

Scaling the refueling station cost                                                                                           
In order to remove the overbuild refueling station effect, the fraction of fixed costs that 
causes this effect is transformed into the cost if the station is build for 300 kg/day capacity. 
For the used scenarios these fixed costs contribute to 50 and 44% of the fixed cost effect. 
The computation is (0.771-0.354)*0.5/7.5 + 0.5*(0.771-0.354) + 0.354 = 59 €ct/kWh H2 and 
71 €ct/kWh H2 using the same computation but with different data. This translates to 23.3 
(S-W-M scenario) and 28 (S-W-EC-M)  €/kg H2. Thus, the overcapacity of the refueling 
station for this low demand increases the cost by 30.6 and 22.5% for no EC and with EC.                                                                                      

Hydrogen for heating cost comparison                                                                                          
The price of hydrogen for heating is much higher in the results of this study compared to 
previous research. The model of Hogewerf [15] resulted in a price of 6.39 €/kg compared 
to 21.3 (no EC) and 28 (EC) of this study. The cost parameters and modelling approach of 
his work was very different from this study. He used a fixed grid electricity price that was 
more than twice of the one used in this study and the solar electricity price was very low. 
These two choices are the exact opposite of the emergent behavior apparent in this 
model, as the grid uptake is heavily favored, and solar energy use leads to higher prices. 
The cost of solar is determined by the weather data and other cost parameters and is not 
a certain cost parameter. It is likely that the big difference is due to the previously 
mentioned difference in cost parameters used. The assumptions taken by Hogewerf may 
very well be true in the future if carbon pricing is introduced, and thus increasing a largely 
fossil generated grid electricity price. Also, further technological development may lead to 
declining solar prices leading to the cost parameter used, but currently this cannot be true, 
or PV deployment would be much higher. This model also incorporates the heating 
network fixed cost which Hogewerf did not implement. Hogewerf also reviewed other 
research and the cost of hydrogen reported in these studies falls between 0.94 to 20 €/kg 
[15]. Most of the studies fall in the middle of this range at around 6-10 €/kg, thus close to 
the value determined by Hogewerf. Based on these values, it seems that this model is 
more on the conservative side regarding hydrogen cost compared to other work, although 
no emotion was involved in making modelling choices. The apparent outcome is that there 
is still much room for cost reductions before hydrogen becomes competitive compared to 
conventional technologies with the data used.                                                                             

Hydrogen for mobility cost comparison                                                                                         
The hydrogen for mobility cost was compared to different previous studies mentioned in 
the following review [84]. The price of hydrogen mentioned in this review varied in the 
range 3.2-29.7 €/kg, with the highest cost of onsite hydrogen production coming from 
onsite electrolysis. The cost is also mentioned to be largely dependent on the size of the 
refueling station and the share of FCEV in the vehicle fleet. In this work the assumption is 
taken that every household considered in the project uses this station for refueling, thus 
the share of FCEV in the vehicle fleet is automatically high. The cost is also calculated for 
the overbuild refueling station and the scaled refueling station. Just like the heating supply 
chain it seems this model tends to calculate a cost on the higher end of previous studies 
for hydrogen, with the overbuild station cost 30.3 (no EC) and 34.3 (EC) €/kg H2 being 
slightly higher and the scaled station cost 23.325 (no EC) and 28 (EC) €/kg H2 being 
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slightly lower than the highest cost reported in the review of 29.7 €/kg. It must be noted 
that not all configurations were optimized, thus one of the more complex configurations 
could still lower the cost. Also performing sensitivity analysis could indicate parameters 
that contribute the most to cost and thus be more likely to cause errors in the results. The 
same statement as for the heating case is apparent here, with much cost reductions being 
needed before hydrogen becomes competitive with conventional technologies in regards 
with the data used.                                                                                     

As for the developed model, it was used with certain input data for these calculations, but 
the method is versatile and can be used for systems of differing sizes and weather 
resource by changing the input and by having enough computational power.  

Discussion and areas of improvement                                                                                
The wind scenarios give lower prices compared to solar, but these results are not realistic 
due to using LP. The number of units are not integers and thus not possible in reality. 
MILP should be used to get realistic optimized scenarios. This would lead to higher prices.                               

The high cost of hydrogen for mobility is partly due to the fixed CAPEX/OPEX costs which 
are valid for a refueling station up to a capacity of 300 kg/day. The demand for which is 
calculated is maximum around 40 kg/day. Thus the ‘capacity factor’ of the considered 
station would be really low compared to its capabilities and thus inflating the price per unit 
hydrogen. The fixed costs are for a station which could have a demand around 7.5 times 
higher than our considered demand. Building a refueling station for such a low throughput 
is thus not economic.                                                                                                                                     

Performing more optimizations would lead to more concrete statements made being 
possible, especially the optimization of combined wind and solar with battery system. 
Optimizations which combine demands would also be informative as to see whether these 
systems have some interaction effect that could lower/increase price compared to 
individual systems.                    

The bias for grid energy could be made less apparent by introducing some carbon pricing 
in the cost parameters, which would level the playing field for the renewable generators.            

To lower optimization computational time, an option is to calculate the fraction of cost that 
can be attributed to one year of project time and running the optimizations over this 
smaller timescale. If the calculation is done properly, the results should be similar to the 
long time scale, if the data used is comparable. This would make performing sensitivity 
analysis less time consuming leading to better insights. However, some of the benefits 
from using longer timescales, such as more variability in operation due to changing 
weather patterns are lost if this smaller timescale is used. Another option is to increase the 
timestep of the model. This should also decrease computational time, albeit with a 
probable negative effect on model accuracy.                                                                                                                          
Sensitivity analysis would be interesting to see the effect of the electrolyser system 
efficiency on the model output. This would indicate whether the constant efficiency 
assumption errors present in the model significantly change the output. If the effect is 
large, incorporating changing system efficiencies can address this.                                                                               

In the case of integrating multiple demands: to calculate the levelized cost of individual 
products in a system, LCOE calculations must be done that attribute the fraction of cost of 
the system needed to produce a unit of product. This can be done by considering the 
fraction of the flow of energy emerging from or flowing through a certain component that 
can be attributed to a certain product. These fractions become apparent by considering 
the energy balance over the system. The fraction of energy from a component used to 
produce the product can be then used in combination with the cost parameters and 
decision variables in a LCOE calculation. These metrics could then be used to see how a 
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more complex system decomposes into smaller systems. Comparisons can then be made 
between individual smaller systems and the decomposed system to see if synergies are 
formed in more complex systems which lower/increase the cost. This was not done due to 
lack of computational power required to preform optimisations integrating multiple 
demands.  

The model can be expanded by including costs such as the electrical infrastructure costs. 
These are not included because these are assumed to be dependent on geometric 
distances between the components that are not known. 

The wind and solar production potential calculations can be improved by more complex 
modelling.  
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5 Conclusions and recommendations 
This paper covered the design and implementation of a mathematical optimization model 
to answer the following research question: Which component sizes lead to the lowest 
levelized cost of hydrogen (LCOH) for different energy system configurations and meets 
the various demands (hydrogen for heating, hydrogen for mobility, electricity use) and 
emission limits at all times? The energy system is assumed to possibly consist of the 
following variable size components: wind energy generators, solar energy generators, grey 
grid electricity, battery system, electrolyser, heating hydrogen storage, mobility hydrogen 
storage and fixed size components: gas receiving station, refueling compressor and 
hydrogen refueling station. 

The developed model was used on different system configurations and with enough time 
calculated the optimized configuration that led to the lowest cost for a number of them. 
This was done on a case study concerning the Hoogeveen hydrogen project, but the 
model is versatile and can be used to calculate optimized scenarios for different demands 
and weather patterns by changing the input.  

Analysis of the operational performance of one of these scenarios was consistent, 
showing no strange trends, thus indicating possible real-life operation.  The following 
observations where apparent for the performed optimizations:                                                                                               
-All of the systems prefer grid uptake as majority of generation if no constraints are applied 
to the system, grid uptake portion of variable costs is also the highest for these scenarios.                                                                                                                                                       
-Putting an emission constraint on the system increases the price.                                                                                                                    
-Storage lowers the cost when used in emission constrained systems but at high 
capacities and storage also becomes the highest portion of variable cost for these 
scenarios.                                                                                                                                                                   
-Solar scenarios lead to the highest costs followed by wind and combined wind and solar 
have the lowest costs.  

The lowest costs calculated by the model for hydrogen for heating are 54 €ct/kWh and 71 
€ct/kWh H2, which converts to 21.3 €/kg (W-H scenario) and 28€/kg H2 (W-B-EC-H 
scenario). The component sizes for this system are the power equivalence of 1.071 60 kW 
wind turbine units, 6723.79 MWh grid uptake, 7473 kWh heating storage capacity and 
183 kW electrolyser capacity (W-H scenario).                                                                                                                                    
And the component sizes for the other scenario are the power equivalence of 3.179 60 kW 
wind turbine units, 2214.7 MWh grid uptake, 177 kWh battery capacity, 166 kW 
electrolyser capacity and 52928 kWh hydrogen heating storage capacity (W-B-EC-H 
scenario).                                                            

For mobility this would be 77 and 87 €ct/kWh H2 which converts to 30.3 (S-W-M scenario) 
and 34.3 (S-W-EC-M scenario) €/kg H2.                                                                                           
The component sizes are 361.6 m2 PV area, the power equivalence of 1.370 60 kW wind 
turbine units, 4672 MWh grid uptake, 128 kW electrolyser capacity and 1007.7 kWh 
mobility storage capacity (S-W-M scenario).                                                                                        
For the other system the power equivalence of 1.771 60 kW wind turbine units, 1077 m2 
PV area, 1744.65 MWh grid energy uptake, 258 kW electrolyser capacity and 6930.9 kWh 
mobility storage capacity (S-W-EC-M scenario).                                                                                         
In order to remove the overbuild station effect, the fraction of fixed costs that causes this 
effect is transformed into the cost if the station is built for 300 kg/day capacity. This leads 
to costs of 23.3 (S-W-M scenario) and 28 (S-W-EC-M scenario) €/kg H2. Thus, the 
overcapacity of the refueling station for this low demand increases the cost by 30.6 and 
22.5%.                                                                        

Previous literature gives costs of hydrogen production ranging 0.94 to 20 €/kg for heating 
and ranging 3.2-29.7 €/kg for mobility. The costs determined by this model are on the 
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higher end of this range and do not seem extreme, indicating much cost reductions being 
needed before hydrogen becomes competitive with conventional technologies in regards 
with the data used.  

There are areas for improvement in the model which can be addressed in future work. 
These include improving the solar and wind power potential calculations for the input, 
including a varying or constrained electrolyser system efficiency instead of using a fixed 
value, using MILP to get realistic unit values in the case of wind turbines, introducing 
carbon pricing so that the model is not as heavily grid biased, performing more complex 
system configuration optimizations and sensitivity analysis on the parameters. Some of 
these areas were planned for this study but long computational times made it infeasible. In 
order to lower computational time, the model costs over project lifetime can be calculated 
to 1 year or the temporal resolution can be decreased. This would have benefits in terms 
of computation time, but the option of including operational variability over years would be 
lost. 
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